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              Wheelie Bin Sizes
            
            	
                      80 Litre
                    
	
                      120 Litre
                    
	
                      140 Litre
                    
	
                      180 Litre
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                      360 Litre
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                      Confidential Wheelie Bins
                    
	
                      Commercial Wheelie Bins
                    
	
                      Domestic Wheelie Bin
                    
	
                      Industrial Wheelie Bins
                    
	
                      Recycling Wheelie Bins
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                      Dustbins
                    
	
                      Metal Wheelie Bins
                    
	
                      Plastic Wheelie Bins
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    Best Price Wheelie Bins Guaranteed! Find the same bin for a cheaper price and we will beat it!
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                  Fast DeliveryAs Standard
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                  Find a lower price we'll beat it
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                  30 days credit All Schools and Public Sector
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                  Returns Accepted Excludes Made to Order


                
              

            

        

    


    
      
  
    Wheelie Bins
1280 litre

[image: 1280 Litre Metal Wheelie Bin]
The largest commercial wheelie bin available in the UK.
As low as£409.46

Shop Now



1100 litre

[image: 1100 Litre Wheelie Bin]
A plastic wheelie bin suitable for large businesses.
As low as£158.95

Shop Now



770 litre
[image: 770 Litre Wheelie Bin]
Available in green, charcoal grey, yellow, blue, red and brown.
As low as£154.75

Shop Now



660 litre

[image: 660 Litre Wheelie Bin]
Four wheeled commercial wheelie bin. Available in six colours.
As low as£134.75

Shop Now



240 litre

[image: 240 Litre Wheelie Bin]
Standard council size wheelie bin. Available in 6 colours.
As low as£38.48

Shop Now



140 litre

[image: 140 Litre Wheelie Bin]
A small household plastic wheelie bin suitable for council collections.
As low as£33.58

Shop Now
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Wheelie bins for commercial businesses, offices, recycling, schools, and more!
Here at wheeliebins.co.uk we are all about providing the best value when it comes to your  wheelie bin. And let’s face it, buying a wheelie bin can become a little confusing. We won’t let that happen to you, though.
Check out our easy to use website and browse our bin varieties. Everything you need to know should be laid out there for you, but if you do have any questions, we are available by phone, email or live chat.

The largest commercial wheelie bin we offer is the 1280 litre metal wheelie bin while the most popular 4 wheeled bin for businesses is the 1100 litre wheelie bin perfect for commercial use, offices, warehouses, and multi-tenanted buildings. Need to purchase more than one? We offer great discounts on multibuy purchases.
The most popular household wheelie bin sizes are the 140 litre wheelie bin and 240 litre wheelie bin sizes, with the latter being the most popular size used by most councils throughout the UK. You can use our wheelie bin size checker to make sure you are choosing the right wheelie bin for your area.

On top of the great wheelie bin collection we have, we also offer specific indoor 120 litre bottle bins and 110 litre dustbins too. Don't forget our range of wheelie bin liners, that are perfect for keeping your wheelie bin clean and smelling fresh!
Established for over 20 years, you can be sure that we know what we’re talking about when it comes to bins. Everything on our website is tried and tested, so we can promise it’s strong, sturdy, and durable. In fact our wheelie bins are so good they are used by a large number of UK councils. Our products are environmentally friendly wherever possible, giving you peace of mind with every purchase.





  






  
    Lowest Prices Guaranteed


Domestic, Trade and Public Sector Enquiries Welcome


30 Days Credit for Schools, NHS and Public Sector


Emails replied to within 1 hour or live chat for instant reply


Returns Accepted within 14 days*Returns at buyers cost, excludes made to order items


Orders processed up until 3pm each day






  






  
    News & Blog

The Evolution of Wheelie Bins in the UK: A Comprehensive History




The Shocking Environmental Impact of Wrapping Paper & What You Can Do to Help!




How to Dispose of Confidential Waste: Top 6 Questions Answered




Wheelie Bin Weight, A Guide




When you move house, should you take your wheelie bins?




What can I do with a broken wheelie bin?




View news and blog
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About

                      We are based in the glorious Cotswolds and hold over 20 years of experience supplying and manufacturing bins to domestic, trade and public sectors. The wheelie bins we sell are good value without compromising on quality.

More about us
Company Registration Number 05895231 VAT no. 977736161
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          Checkout Securely
          Pay By Invoice
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            Why not add these to compliment your wheelie bins?
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    	Choosing a selection results in a full page refresh.
	Opens in a new window.



    

    
    
    
    
    
    

    
 
 
  








